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I. Introduction 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. What is your name and business address? 3 

A. My name is Richard O’Toole.  My business address is 1919 Swift Drive, Oak Brook, 4 

Illinois 60523. 5 

Q. Are you the same Richard O’Toole who has previously submitted testimony on 6 

behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) in this Docket? 7 

A. Yes, my direct testimony is ComEd Exhibit (“Ex.”) 2.0. 8 

B. Purposes of Rebuttal Testimony 9 

Q. What are the purposes and subjects of your rebuttal testimony? 10 

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to certain positions and 11 

recommendations related to ComEd’s Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) 12 

Deployment Plan ("AMI Plan") contained in the direct testimony of AARP/Attorney 13 

General (“AARP/AG”) witness Ms. Barbara Alexander, Attorney General (“AG”) 14 

witness Mr. J. Richard Hornby, and City of Chicago (“City”) witness Ms. Karen Weigert. 15 

C. Summary of Conclusions 16 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions in your rebuttal testimony. 17 

A. In brief, I conclude: 18 

1. The additional tracking measures proposed by AARP/AG and the City, beyond 19 

those included in the Plan and agreed to with the Citizens Utilities Board, are not 20 

needed and should not be adopted. 21 

2. The concerns raised regarding ComEd’s disconnection policy are not relevant to 22 

operational considerations related to ComEd’s deployment of AMI meters, and 23 
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ignore the operational benefits that will be realized and result in savings for 24 

customers regardless of the disconnection notice policy in place. 25 

3. ComEd will continue to comply with all regulatory requirements with respect to 26 

disconnection notification. 27 

4. ComEd’s proposed 10-year AMI deployment schedule has been appropriately 28 

developed giving due weight to relevant factors, and proposals to shorten the 29 

deployment schedule raise new unsolved issues and should not be adopted. 30 

5. The City’s proposal to accelerate deployment of AMI meters in the City of 31 

Chicago Central Business District raises a number of technical and economic 32 

issues and should not be adopted at this time.  The time frame for AMI 33 

deployment in the Central Business District as part of AMI deployment for the 34 

Chicago North Operating Center has not yet been determined, and ComEd will 35 

remain flexible throughout the planning process based on ComEd’s assessment of 36 

the pertinent technical and economic factors that may change over the deployment 37 

period. 38 

6. The proposal to somehow change the geographic AMI deployment order to 39 

coordinate AMI deployment with ComEd’s distribution automation deployment 40 

provides no substantive analysis or explanation regarding how ComEd’s EIMA 41 

reliability project work plan is related to or affects ComEd’s AMI Plan 42 

deployment schedule.  ComEd did review its Energy Infrastructure Modernization 43 

Act reliability project work plan in developing its AMI deployment order, and 44 

found no logical or rational basis to modify its proposed AMI deployment order. 45 
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II. Metrics and Milestones 46 

A. Response to AARP/AG 47 

Q. AARP/AG witness Ms. Barb Alexander recommends adoption of the “metrics and 48 

reporting requirements ordered by the Maryland Public Service Commission for 49 

certain utilities’ AMI deployments.”  AARP/AG Ex. 1.0., 3:64-4:66.  How do you 50 

respond? 51 

A. I will address the portion of Ms. Alexander’s recommendation that touches upon 52 

operational metrics or measures.  ComEd witnesses Mr. Jim Eber (ComEd Ex. 9.0) and 53 

Ms. Jennifer Montague (ComEd Ex. 10.0) also address some of the metrics proposed by 54 

Ms. Alexander.  ComEd has been working closely with stakeholders throughout the 55 

workshop process in the development of tracking measures to be used to report on the 56 

performance of the AMI meter deployment.  Most recently, ComEd has developed an 57 

additional list of operational tracking measures based on feedback from the Citizens 58 

Utility Board (“CUB”) to ensure a more transparent deployment process.  These tracking 59 

measures and ComEd’s agreement to track and report the measures proposed by CUB are 60 

discussed by ComEd witness Mr. Harris (ComEd Ex. 7.0).  The tracking measures 61 

collaboratively developed with CUB are appropriately tailored to ComEd and its AMI 62 

Plan, and avoid duplication of the performance metrics statutorily required through the 63 

Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA”).1 64 

ComEd does not support the additional metrics proposed by Ms. Alexander.  65 

Some of the metrics proposed by Ms. Alexander are unsuitable because they duplicate 66 

and attempt to replace performance metrics already required under EIMA in Section 16-67 

                                                 
1 Public Act 97 0616, as modified by Public Act 97 0646. 
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108.5(f) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(f).  The three core 68 

benefits contained in the Black & Veatch business case are contained within the 69 

legislation: namely, Bad Debt Reduction, Consumption on Inactive Meters (“CIM”) 70 

Reduction, and Unaccounted for Energy (“UFE”) Reduction.  These measures will be 71 

tracked and reported based on the guidelines noted within the law.  Similarly, the 72 

legislation already requires ComEd to track and report its performance on estimated 73 

electric bills. 74 

Additionally, as noted in the AMI Plan filing, and in my direct testimony, the 75 

capital and O&M costs for the 10-year deployment have been forecasted, and those costs 76 

will be tracked and managed on an ongoing basis.  ComEd Ex. 2.0, 55:1103-56:1131.  77 

My direct testimony also describes additional measures that will be tracked as part of the 78 

AMI Deployment, including the number of meters installed, the number of network 79 

devices installed, the rate and amount of Unable to Complete (“UTC”) meter exchanges, 80 

the escalated complaints tied to the AMI program, and the number of individual 81 

appointments for meter installation that are scheduled and executed.  ComEd Ex. 2.0, 82 

42:818–25.  Ms. Alexander’s proposal would duplicate these measures.  Furthermore, 83 

additional tracking measures have been identified with CUB that focus on the 84 

achievement of the overall vision for EIMA and the societal benefits that can be realized 85 

outside of the core metrics identified in the legislation.  Lastly, a number of the metrics 86 

identified in the BGE and PEPCO document are completely unsuitable for ComEd and 87 

are not applicable to the ComEd deployment, such as those relating to DOE grant 88 

reporting, gas meters, and dual pan meters.  For all these reasons, the additional metrics 89 

proposed by Ms. Alexander are not needed and should not be adopted. 90 
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B. Response to City of Chicago 91 

Q. City of Chicago (“City”) witness Karen Weigert (City Ex. 1.0) also proposes that 92 

ComEd’s AMI Plan include additional metrics.  City Ex. 1.0, 16:410-19:491.  How 93 

does ComEd respond? 94 

A. With ComEd’s agreement to track and report the measures proposed by CUB as 95 

discussed by ComEd witness Mr. Harris (ComEd Ex. 7.0), all but one of the City’s 96 

proposed metrics will be included.  The one exception -- “Measure overall energy usage 97 

trends for households with smart meters compared to those without advanced meters” 98 

(City Ex. 1.0 at 19:490-91) -- cannot be easily compared since the populations of smart 99 

meter customers and non-smart meter customers constantly change over the 10-year 100 

deployment period as more and more customers move from the non-smart meter group to 101 

the smart meter group.  For this reason, ComEd opposes inclusion of that measure and it 102 

should not be adopted.  103 

III. Disconnection Process 104 

Q. AARP/AG witness Ms. Alexander recommends that “ComEd’s AMI Deployment 105 

Plan should explicitly document how it will comply with the current premise visit 106 

and customer contact requirement and the Commission should require the 107 

Company’s cost-benefit analysis to document that the Company’s practices will 108 

comply with this regulation.”  AARP/AG Ex. 1.0, 3:47-50.  How do you respond? 109 

A. ComEd witness Louis Harris (ComEd Ex. 7.0) responds to Ms. Alexander’s 110 

recommendations.  I have also reviewed Ms. Alexander’s recommendations and address 111 

the operational relevance of her issues to ComEd’s AMI Plan.  Ms. Alexander has 112 

conflated the technology issues presented in considering an AMI deployment plan with 113 

her policy issues related to disconnection.  Although AMI meters enable certain 114 
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functionality and related operational cost saving, they do not require a particular 115 

disconnection notice process.  Those are separate issues from an operational perspective 116 

and do not have a material impact on the business case for AMI deployment. 117 

Q. AARP/AG witness Ms. Alexander states that ComEd assumes “a vast increase in the 118 

volume of disconnections will occur using the remote disconnection functionality of 119 

the AMI system” and “urge[s] the Commission to reject that portion of this AMI 120 

deployment plan that relies on the use of remote disconnection for nonpayment for 121 

residential customers as a means of generating additional revenues or lowering 122 

operating expenses.”  AARP/AG Ex. 1.0, 3:50-8.  Do you concur with Ms. 123 

Alexander’s characterization of the AMI Plan? 124 

A. No.  Ms. Alexander is confusing disconnection notice requirements and operating 125 

efficiencies achieved through the deployment of AMI meters.  As Ms. Alexander notes, 126 

the AMI Plan makes clear that ComEd proposes and intends to follow the requirements 127 

related to disconnection for non-payment contained in the Commission’s rules.  See AMI 128 

Plan, pp. 30, 37.  The deployment of AMI meters does not pre-determine the 129 

disconnection notice requirements adopted by the Commission.  AMI meters change the 130 

operational requirements to perform a disconnection and reconnection, and provide 131 

operational benefits regardless of the notice requirements regarding disconnections for 132 

non-payment. 133 

The AMI meter provides a new technological advancement which will allow 134 

ComEd to disconnect service via a remote switch and without a physical field visit.  The 135 

deployment of AMI meters changes the operational efficiencies with respect to the 136 

completion of the service termination order.  A field visit will no longer be required from 137 
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an operational perspective to turn the power off after non-payment or to restore power 138 

after payment is rendered.  These operational efficiencies will result in actual savings for 139 

customers regardless of the costs that may be incurred if a field visit is required for 140 

notification purposes at the time service is disconnected for non-payment.  Most 141 

importantly, ComEd fully intends to follow all customer notification requirements as set 142 

forth in the Public Utility Act as well as the Commission’s rules.  The sensitivity analysis 143 

performed by Black & Veatch show that deployment of AMI meters remains cost-144 

beneficial even if a field visit and customer notification are required at the time of 145 

disconnection for non-payment.  See ComEd Ex. 6.02, pp. 1-7, 10-3. 146 

Beyond service terminations due to non-payment, the remote switch capability 147 

continues to provide value as discussed in the business case with respect to turning power 148 

on and off remotely when customers move in and move out of premises.  This capability 149 

reduces the consumption of energy on inactive meters, or energy utilized without a 150 

responsible billing party.  By utilizing the remote switch, ComEd can reduce the overall 151 

CIM amount throughout its service territory thereby further reducing costs for customers. 152 

IV. Deployment Schedule and Order 153 

Q. Both CUB and the City of Chicago have proposed accelerating the deployment of 154 

AMI so that all meters are installed faster than the 10-year deployment contained 155 

within in ComEd’s AMI Plan.  What is ComEd’s position regarding this proposal? 156 

A. ComEd’s proposed ten-year deployment is based upon our assessment of the investments 157 

required under the EIMA.  ComEd understands CUB/ELPC’s and the City of Chicago’s 158 

rationale for a shorter deployment schedule; however, because of the challenges posed by 159 

an accelerated deployment, ComEd cannot commit to a faster deployment at this time.  160 

Accelerated deployment accelerates the capital and O&M spend and creates budget and 161 
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financing challenges over a shorter time period that ComEd cannot effectively consider 162 

until the open dockets in the 2011 formula rate case (Docket No. 11-0721) and the 2012 163 

formula rate update and reconciliation case (Docket No. 12-0321) are resolved. 164 

Q. City witness Ms. Weigert recommends that deployment of AMI meters to the City’s 165 

Central Business District and ComEd’s Chicago North operating center be 166 

accelerated.  City Ex. 1.0, 3:74-82, 7:195-98.  What is your response to this 167 

proposal? 168 

A. For the reasons stated above, ComEd cannot commit to a general acceleration.  There are 169 

also additional operational considerations related to Ms. Weigert’s proposal. 170 

First, it is necessary to define what Ms. Weigert refers to as the Central Business 171 

District (“CBD”).  Although she does not define this term, I interpret CBD to refer to the 172 

downtown Chicago area with boundaries of Chicago Avenue to the North, Congress 173 

Parkway to the South, Lake Michigan to the East, and the Chicago River to the West.  174 

The CBD is contained within the Chicago North Operating Center of ComEd’s service 175 

territory. 176 

The Chicago North Operating Center is currently scheduled to have AMI meters 177 

deployed from 2015 through 2019.  The detailed planning for where and when AMI 178 

meters will be deployed within the Chicago North Operating Center has not yet taken 179 

place.  ComEd will remain flexible throughout the planning process based on ComEd’s 180 

assessment of the pertinent technical and economic factors that may change over the 181 

deployment period. 182 

From a technical perspective it is critical to maintain or preserve the objective of a 183 

single contiguous footprint for the expanding Silver Spring Networks (“SSN”) network 184 
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for optimal mesh network performance.  For this reason, ComEd would not want to 185 

deploy in the CBD until the mesh network had reached the edge of the CBD from either 186 

the south, west or north direction.  Additionally, low-powered, wireless communication 187 

into and out of high-rise buildings is challenging as demonstrated in the pilot.  As a 188 

result, ComEd needs to install additional SSN field devices (i.e., Access Points and 189 

Relays) inside the buildings with communication challenges. 190 

From an economic perspective, deployment of AMI meters to high rise buildings 191 

presents higher costs and lower benefits compared to other operating environments for a 192 

number of factors.  First, there is a higher per-meter cost due to the disproportionately 193 

higher number of three-phase meters serving many of the commercial customers/tenants 194 

in high rise buildings (three-phase meters cost more than single-phase meters).  Second, 195 

there is a higher average cost per meter due to the additional Access Points and relays 196 

required for network connectivity, and ancillary hardware and labor costs to enable 197 

communication to meters located in physically challenging locations such as sub-198 

basements and interior core electric vaults.  Lastly, there is a lower average benefits per 199 

meter due to the incompatibility of three-phase meters with internal service switches.  200 

The inability to utilize the remote switch capability with three-phase meters impacts the 201 

reduction to bad debt expense and CIM.  ComEd plans to continue to investigate and 202 

evaluate lower cost and higher-reliability solutions and will use the two high-rise 203 

buildings included in the AMI pilot to test out new solutions currently under development 204 

by SSN.  Absent new information or developments, the current schedule for the Chicago 205 

North Operating Center and the CBD is optimal and consistent with economic and 206 

operational considerations. 207 
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Q. AG witness Mr. J. Richard Hornby (AG Ex. 3.0) recommends that ComEd 208 

coordinate its proposed AMI Plan deployment with its proposed distribution 209 

automation deployment.  Id. at 18:16-19:16.  How does ComEd respond to this 210 

proposal? 211 

A. Mr. Hornby provides no substantive analysis or explanation regarding how ComEd’s 212 

EIMA reliability project work plan is related to or affects ComEd’s AMI Plan 213 

deployment schedule, or vice versa.  As part of ComEd’s initial analysis for evaluating 214 

the geographic order for AMI meter deployment, the AMI Deployment Team determined 215 

that the EIMA project work plan (including distribution automation) has ComEd 216 

performing reliability project work in all 19 Operating Centers from the outset.  Given 217 

the ubiquitous nature of this work plan, the AMI Deployment Team determined that the 218 

EIMA reliability project work schedule did not present any basis for deploying AMI in 219 

one operating center versus another.  However, the AMI Deployment Team, the 220 

Distribution Automation (“DA”) Team, and the Exelon BSC-IT Telecom Team continue 221 

to evaluate synergy opportunities, such as sharing SSN field network equipment.  Mr. 222 

Hornby offers no analysis or information to call that determination into question, nor 223 

does he propose an alternative deployment order. 224 

V. Cost-Benefit Analysis  225 

A. AG witness Mr. Hornby (AG Ex. 3.0) attempts to characterize ComEd’s projections of 226 

costs and benefits as highly uncertain based on what he describes as “the limited 227 

experience with full deployment of AMI ….”  Id. at 15:4-16.  Is this assessment 228 

reasonable? 229 

A. No.  In order to properly study the AMI infrastructure and customer experience, ComEd 230 

deployed “advanced meters” and an AMI Network for approximately 130,000 residential 231 
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and non-residential customers as part of an AMI pilot from November 2009 through May 232 

2011.  The execution of the pilot was one of the most expansive of any in the nation and 233 

provided a number of key learnings which have been applied to the full deployment plan 234 

and projections.   235 

The pilot design was based on the critical mass of meters in one operating center 236 

that maintains demographics and customer operations characteristics close to the ComEd 237 

System average.  The results were then able to be extrapolated for the entire service 238 

territory.  Through the testing of the AMI infrastructure functionality, ComEd received 239 

critical feedback regarding outage management, meter reading, register and interval 240 

billing, remote disconnect / connect for CIM, and in-home technology.  Recently 241 

completed and currently underway negotiations for the AMI Technology, Meters, and 242 

Network operations which cover the majority of the project costs provide greater 243 

certainty on the cost-to-achieve associated with the business case. 244 

The design of the pilot also was supported and monitored by a number of key 245 

stakeholder groups to validate the quality of data as well as the cost and benefits of the 246 

system.  These stakeholder groups were updated on a regular basis as to the progress of 247 

the pilot as well as provided numerous opportunities to challenge the company’s data.  248 

In addition to the design and implementation of the pilot, an outside, independent 249 

3rd party also provided a post-pilot review and challenge to the costs and benefits realized 250 

during the pilot.  Black & Veatch has a deep understanding and experience in Smart Grid 251 

and Smart Meter Deployment. By leveraging the expertise of Black & Veatch, ComEd 252 

was able to further validate the assumptions and data gathered during the pilot. 253 
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Given the experience realized through the pilot, ComEd is fully confident in its 254 

ability to successfully roll out and implement a full deployment plan in its service 255 

territory, and considers its projections to have a reasonable level of certainty.  256 

VI. Conclusion 257 

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony? 258 

A. Yes.  259 


